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Anderson: Offer up a chair to veterans
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I don’t remember a whole lot about my great uncle Howard. Just three things really.  
 
First, he drove an ancient Dodge Diplomat that never aged a bit. He would pull up to my Grandma’s farm 
yard in the same old car year after year for Thanksgiving, Christmas or the Fourth of July. Every year, from 
my first memories as a young boy to the last time I saw that car as a teenager, it never changed. 
 
I also remember that each year for Christmas my Dad bought Howard a liter of brandy, wrapped it up and put 
my name on it. For some reason, it was a joke to everyone — since I was just a kid — that I gave uncle 
Howard a bottle of brandy for Christmas. Every Christmas, he’d thank me with a wink and a chuckle. His frail 
body would shake as he unwrapped the bottle. He’d hold the label close to his face to read what it was and 
then set the bottle by his side in his favorite chair in my Grandma’s living room. 
 
The most important thing I remember, though, is that I always had to get up out of a chair any time uncle 
Howard walked into the room.  
 
He was old for as long as I can remember. When I was in my late-teens when he died, he could barely walk 
up out of his old car and into the house without help. Not that he’d accept help. It would just take him a while 
to ease himself out of the car, walk with a cane up to the house, and pat a couple of farm dogs on his way in. 
My Dad would stand at the window and watch to make sure Howard made it up the sidewalk safely, but he’d 
never go to help. Howard wouldn’t allow it.  
 
I was probably nine years old when I first challenged Howard for a chair in the living room in front of 
Grandma’s Christmas tree. It was the wrong thing to do. 
 
My Dad quickly pulled me aside and explained that while it’s only right to offer a chair to an elder, Howard in 
particular deserved to sit in the most comfortable chair in the room. No matter what, when Howard walks into 
the room, you get out of your chair. My Dad, of course, threw in a few extra words when he said it.  
 
When I asked why, I received just a five word response. “He was in the war.” 
 
No one had ever talked about Howard’s service up until then. And no one talked about it after. Howard didn’t 
talk about it and everyone knew better than to ask.  
 
I didn’t know uncle Howard as well as I should have. For the most part, he was an old guy who showed up at 
holidays at Grandma’s house.  
 
But I wish now that I had asked some questions. I wish I knew more about when and where he served and 
how he felt about it. I wish I knew then how to ask about what he experienced.  
 
I have a feeling, though, that he wouldn’t have told me. Howard never married, never had children and lived 
alone all his life. To this day, my Dad — the unofficial family historian — doesn’t know anything about 
Howard’s service, other than he served in the U.S. Army during World War II.  
 
I don’t know what Howard saw or did during his service. But I know this: He deserved the most comfortable 
chair in the room because of it. And a liter of brandy every Christmas.  
 
 
 
James Anderson is Managing Editor of the Waseca County News. He can be reached at 837-5443 or 
janderson@wasecacountynews.com.
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By: onevoice on 11/11/08  
Well written! 
Login and voice your opinion! 
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